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Over the last eight years the NBU has been
working to establish a movement of 'people
not politicians' in doing so we have avoided
the ballot box by only standing members as
independent candidates and concentrating
solely on local issue politics. The next step
is to build this movement into the real
'people’s army' to represent all those not
represented by the political elites puppets.
Like any army we must be disciplined we
must accept order and above all we must
understand the meaning of loyalty and
respect. The love of country is paramount
as is supporting our armed forces defending
tradition and our culture.
The NBU army must differ from our
opponents who are against all these things,
the very things that make us British. The
real thugs will be exposed as being on the
left, the mask wearing rioter is a product of
liberalism not fascism.
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Unorganised marches and rowdy
demonstrations gain absolutely nothing. We
have been abandoned by politicians and it
has become clear that we will have to
defend our folk and kin, our way of life, the
British way of life for ourselves.
This will require training, education and
above all discipline.Those that cannot or
will not understand the NBU are of no use to
this young movement.
Blackshirt cells will develop into Blackshirt
units in every village, town and city in the
UK. We will respect Law and Order, we will
be organised and structured, we will have
discipline and we will be ready to defend
our people. A new way for a new century,
New British Union.
Its time to take your place in the ranks of
the 21st century Blackshirts, it is time to
raise an army.
GARY RAIKES

The views expressed in this publication are
not necessarily those held by either The
Blackshirt, this publication’s editor, or by
anyone else associated with the publication
itself.
This publication and its editor reserve the
right to edit any and all contents when and
where considered necessary.
All artwork, photographs and articles
remain the intellectual property of the
original artists and photographers.
All issues of The Blackshirt may be viewed
at: www.newbritishunion.co.uk

CHAPTER 3 Part 13
THE BRITISH UNION OF FASCISTS AND
NATIONAL SOCIALISTS - 1936
In 1936, at William Joyce's behest, the
B.U.F. was renamed the British Union of
Fascists and National Socialists (the
"B.U.F.N.S.") but generally it was referred to
as the British Union. One badge said to be
from this group is Britannia with her shield,
surmounting the National Socialist eagle
without a swastika, both surmounting an
upside down Soviet Hammer and Sickle and
Star, thereby being an anti-communist pin.
FAKE B.U.F.N.S. STERLING SILVER BADGE

This badge is based on a German police
These pins were made in Mexico, in bulk, badge that has had the swastika removed
and come up for auction every once in a and replaced with a late "SS" style skull and
while, as original B.U.F. badges. The style is then "ENGLAND AWAKE" stamped into a
scroll beneath.
similar to the Italian Fascist badge shown
below but because it is marked ARO
STERLING, it is a Taxco Mexico Silversmith
ORIGIN OF FAKE B.U.F.N.S. BADGE
Company fake.

Despite Mosley's general attitude that not
all Jews were a problem, only the ones in
Another fake fantasy badge that sometimes finance influencing the move towards war,
appears, and was originally thought to be and those who were anti-fascists, William
from the B.U.F.N.S, is the following badge
Joyce spread his enthusiasm for antiwhich can be found in German silver (.800), semitism far and wide within the B.U.F.
copper and gilded copper with military style
rings on the back or a pin and hook. There is An example is shown below of a poster
no maker's mark on the back. These were setting the tone of a number of meetings.
made in the 1960's by a firm called Dean
and Adams.

Club, named after the philosopher Thomas
Carlyle, one of Joyce's favourite
philosophers.
In 1938, the stockbroker died and the NSL
funding source ended. John Beckett left the
group in 1938 to join Lord Lymington's
British Council Against European
Committments, an unusual coalition of
upper class fascists and pacifists. He then
ended up joining the British People's Party.
Joyce became bitter and turned to alcohol
while his vision of a British National
Socialism gave way to a more direct copy of
German National Socialism. By 1939, the
NSL had been re-registered as a drinking
club rather than a political party. In August
of 1939, Joyce handed control over to
MacNab with orders to dissolve the group.
At that same meeting, all of the League's
documents were burned.
Joyce received word from a source inside
the police that he was scheduled for arrest
and quickly left for Germany with his wife.
William Joyce, an early B.U.F. member,
became the Director of Propaganda. The
National Socialist League was formed in
scar on his face was caused when he was a
Conservative steward at a Conservative
meeting in Lambeth Baths in 1924 and
1937 after William Joyce and John Beckett, fought with a member of the Communist
both paid employees of the B.U.F., were
Party. Joyce was cut from his mouth to
fired. This was necessitated by a drop in behind his right ear. Joyce was also an MI5
party membership and much reduced
informant who told the Security Service
finances. Initially supported by a monetary
information about the Communist and
grant of ₤60,000/year1 from Mussolini, that
Labour Parties.
funding ceased sometime in 1935. Another
founder was John Angus MacNab. They were
initially financed by a stockbroker Alec
Scrimgeour and so were capable of
publishing their own newspaper THE
HELMSMAN. The masthead of their
newspaper was a ship's steering wheel with
the motto STEER STRAIGHT under it.
THE NATIONAL SOCIALIST LEAGUE

Another arm of the NSL was the Carlyle
1The Fascists in Britain. By Colin Cross. Publ. 1961 by
Barrie Books Ltd. Page 91.

protect it from foreign invaders, who in the
case of Nazi Germany, would have still
HAVE YOUR SAY
treated us with respect and care if they had
won. But now we are slowly being destroyed
I would like to thank you for the work you
from the inside, a rotten cancer of
are doing in reviving Fascism in the UK. A lot liberalisation and multinationalism which is
of young people are waking up to the
tearing this country apart.
attacks being laid out on our folk and
The Muslims, don't treat us with respect, to
nation, including myself, and know that it is them, we are just 'infidel' and so called
through organisations like yours that we
'refugees' just want to benefit of of our
have a chance to restore our sovereignty.
corrupt system to gain pity and shelter,
draining money and resources away from
I am interested in joining, but want to know the true people that the money should be
a bit more about how data is stored. While
spent on, is, the white British people,
my friends and family are on board with our seemingly forgotten about and pushed aside
shared views, to one degree or another, I'm
whilst we slowly are replaced.
aware we are in a time of exceptional
I wish to join a party that knows what's best
persecution for patriots and nationalists. for its people, who know what's best for its
Can you give me a brief rundown of how my development and preservation of the nation
personal details (name, emails etc.) would
that once ruled the waves, to restore
be stored? C
Britain to bring great once more.
Hail Britannia! T.C
I am an American citizen, but for the past 7
months of my life, in my in-depth studying I am currently a member of UKIP, but fond
of World War II, I have come to what I
myself dissatisfied by their current actions
believe in my heart as the truth, the truth and lack of a charismatic leader. I am taking
being that we the world have been lied to a huge step in what I secretly believe to be
about a great many things regarding Adolf the right direction, with the full knowledge
Hitler and his National Socialism, and our of fascism's unpopularity. I aim to become
dear Englishmen brother Sir Oswald Mosley physically capable and well read to defend,
with his British Union of Fascists. I fear for not just myself, but the family unit, British
not only my own nation and countrymen
freedoms and the rights which we as
under the control of this corrupt system, individuals must protect ourselves. I doubt
but for all our European brothers and
this risk of popularity that I take in
sisters, from which we all hail from in time. becoming part of the NBU is one that I will
I wish to support in any way I can! And if I regret, and I look forward to this movement
lived there I'd proudly wish you march
being realised for the true alternative path
alongside you all! B.N
that it is. Hail victory and hail the Britain of
tomorrow that we should strive towards.E.H
As a white British individual, I believe that
it is my duty to my country, to my people, Thank you so much for your email and let
to support what is best for a nation which, me just say what a joy it was to read the
as of recently, has been raped by
booklet. I'm relieved to at last hear that
multiculturalism and immigration of Muslims others share my views on British life and
into Britain. When I visit London to see my how we should move forward for the future
Grandparents, I can't believe how few
of the next generations. So I would like to
individuals are White, let alone white
say you have my support and help in any
British. It's a shame to see how far we have way I can with building this long awaited for
come, we have defended our lands from
movement. J.M
invasion time and time again, trying to

HOW EUROPEANS ARE BEING

Europe is a dying continent. Britain is a
DEFEATED BY AN UNSEEN
dying country. Those who rule us care
nothing for our lives, and only want our
ENEMY
destruction. Our culture is being tainted by
politically correct poison, which allows
other cultures to come here and dominate. We constantly hear about the needs and
This is a problem. Capitalist consumerism demands of black Africans, Asians and Jews
– but hardly ever hear of the white
reduces the average British citizen into a
community, unless it is the ruling elite
slave for products that we don't need, the
ranting about "racism. Parliament
central banks place all western nations into
announced over thirty years ago that "only
a endless cycle of debt. The only
whites can be racists". As a result should a
mainstream opposition to this is
communism, an equally vile and destructive violent black African, while out of control
ideology. I'm not prepared to sit back and with hatred, shout white racist and stab a
European to death, the political
allow this to happen. Action must be taken,
establishment will make excuses for him.
national action, and it starts with people
like me. The advocates of the cancerous More recently fifth- column politicians have
created laws that deem it impossible to
ideologies that make us slaves must be
deport foreign murderers and terrorists.
named and removed. All those who are a
threat to sovereignty must be named and Today only pensioners can remember a time
when doors were left unlocked; when
hopefully removed. I will see my people
children could roam freely without fear of
freed. E.W
murderers, emboldened by a government
As I have said before I cannot, as an English that doesn’t believe in capital punishment,
and child molesters that have the full
Nationalist, agree with everything about the
support of the many perverts in power.
NBU but their enthusiasm and ideas really
put all other Nationalist groups to shame. Western governments have been allowed to
promote their insane and suicidal policies
Then again I have always thought that
uniforms, flags and marching songs help to that define anyone who tries to protect our
race or nation as "evil"; and any act that
unify folk. G.S
mixes or degrades our race as good. In the
I have taken up the call and will be standing 1950’s mayors, police chiefs, community
leaders and almost all the voters were
as a independent candidate in the local
elections this year. I have received my info white. Why did our people step aside and
allow all the positions of power to be
pack and just want to thank you, I feel at
occupied by Zionists, communists,
last that I am really doing something
positive NBU are clearly the way forward for Freemasons and pushy aliens? From the
real patriots P.H At last a movement that early 1960’s, the enemy began its culturalrevolution and started mass nonwhite mass
knows what it is doing, I will not be
renewing my membership with the party I immigration into our lands. This began to
destroy our culture, confidence and
am with as I pay my fees and hear nothing
national cohesion. We lost our sense of
from them unless its for more money! NBU
community and feeling of belonging to an
all the way. B.G
extended national and racial family.
However, the Zionist Jews predominantly
behind the changes ensured that their
community wasn’t affected. Without a
sense of belonging, people often feel
abandoned and alone. Never have there
been so many depressed and incapable

people in our midst. Instead of resolving remained in power by exploiting this human
their problems in the correct manner, these
trait.
unfortunates remain alone and isolated,
their condition usually made worse by drink
or drugs, both of the NHS and street kind.
Without a sense of identity we have become
led by opportunists and aliens who always
work against our interests and give
preferential treatment to the better
organised non-whites, who do have a sense
of community. Ken Lagret of Connecticut
noted similar problems to the UK. He wrote
"Over the years our areas have changed. We
have lost our sense of belonging and
replaced it with misguided individualism
and locked doors! Under normal
circumstances people will relate to others
in their locality through a common history,
language and culture which provides a sense
of brotherhood and friendship. These
qualities have rapidly diminished in the
USA." People have forgotten the time when
they knew all their neighbours; an age when
people took a daily interest in those around
them, a time when our police were
guardians, not enforcers, a time when
money was not the only criteria. A time
before the mass alien invasion of our
country began, before toxins were added to
our food and before the land, sea and air
became polluted by alien-owned multinational corporations and before we
suffered from clearly alien-controlled
governments. How did aliens take control of
European nations? Scientists studied "the
power of conformity". They started with the
knowledge that only around 16% of the
public think in a constructive way, and that
the most will go along with what can be
made to appear the majority point of view.
Even, if that view is utter nonsense and
detrimental to their well being. In a test,
televised on 12th November 2016, a class
were told to give a clearly wrong answer to
a simple question. One single person was
added to the class who knew nothing of the
experiment. When this lone entrant saw the
rest of the class choosing the wrong answer
they also chose the wrong answer. Proving
that a desire to be seen with the majority,
was more comfortable for most than being
sensible and correct. The main parties have

NEW APPOINTMENTS

not be the best person. I certainly have
sinned, but haven’t we all? I always try to
be better, moving forward from a few years
of being a bit down about everything I’m
learning to not let current affairs get me
down but instead improve the state of
things and that certainly starts from home.
If you believe in yourself you’ve alr
I look forward to working with all members
of the New British Union.”
“Strongly held opinions, strongly
expressed, are a necessity in the chaos of
a flabby age.“ Oswald Mosley
Jimmy Hewes
NBU Youth Leader

REGIONAL OFFICER
James Midland has been appointed as a
“I have always had a fascination with
history, I’ve always loved to research history regional officer but will be happy to supply
of all sort ranging from European to Asian to graphics for propaganda purposes. He is
Middle Eastern and so on. I enjoy a good already working with our new Youth Leader
drink with my friends and a nice warm fire, and supplied the graphic for the front cover
of this issue. He told Blackshirt;
I’ve always enjoyed my music and that
“I'm
a father and a husband, I enjoy
ranges from rock to country. I’ve always
creative endevours such as digital artwork,
loved the idea of owning a nice ranch.”
playing several instruments and restoration
of old instruments and old technology. I
believe that building strong, healthy and
productive communities across the UK
should be our main focus. Whether this
involves being a mentor, employing someone
from our community or just checking in with
someone we know is having a hard time, we
need to be elevating each other to be
pillars of our local communities and setting
an example to others. Let's restore faith in
fascism!”

“I believe in Christian morals being the
future and I believe our nation needs the
love of Christ back within our souls, I may

JAMES MIDLAND
North East Officer

TOP TEN LIES TOLD ABOUT
THE BUF
1. The people of East London rose up and
defeated Oswald Mosley at the Battle of
Cable Street.
The Battle of Cable Street wasn’t fought
between Blackshirts and the people of East
London. It was fought between the police
and communists imported from all over
Britain. Ten days after Cable Street the
Blackshirts marched to Limehouse in East
London where Mosley spoke to over 100,000
people amid scenes of considerable
enthusiasm. In the local elections 6 months
later, nearly 25% of the people of East
London voted for Oswald Mosley which was
an astonishing result considering that the
vote was restricted to house owners. In the
1930s only heads of households had the
right to vote in local elections – the young,
the unemployed, and most women did not
get a vote. Read more…

These Regulations were always strictly
enforced. No such embargo appears to have
existed among British Union’s Communist
and Jewish opponents. For example, both
Claude Cockburn and Jacob ‘Jack the Spot’
Comacho boast in their memoirs about the
weapons, which included razors, axes,
knives, and iron bars, that some Jews /
Communists used to assault men and
women members of British Union.
4. People who joined Oswald Mosley were
violent thugs.

Among the people who joined Mosley were
Henry Williamson, who wrote ‘Tarka the
Otter’; Jorian Jenks, the pioneer of organic
farming; Spike Milligan, the comedian;
Donald Marendaz, the racing driver; and
Dennis Lucan, DFM, the famous RAF
Dambuster. Members who served as
speakers at outdoor meetings or sold party
2. Oswald Mosley and his supporters were
newspapers on street corners were often
anti-Semitic.
subject to razor attack by Communists
Oswald Mosley never criticised anybody for following their party’s instruction to “Clear
what they were born. But he didn’t believe the Blackshirts off the streets!” Therefore
that Jews were the only people in the world active members had to become proficient at
self-defence or face horrific injuries.
immune from criticism. Oswald Mosley
Although they never started fights they
criticised some Jews for what they did, not
certainly
knew how to finish them. Read
all Jews for what they were. That’s why
more…
Jews like John Beckett (British Union
Director of Publications), Bill Leaper (Editor
5. Oswald Mosley and his British Union
of the Blackshirt) and Harold Soref (later
were pro-German ‘Fifth Columnists’.
Tory M.P. for Ormskirk), and the Jewish
boxer Kid Lewis had no problem supporting
Oswald Mosley was pro-British not prohim. Read more…
German. He was against fighting a War in
which 60-million people died unless Great
3. Members of British Union attacked
Britain or its Commonwealth were attacked.
Jews and Communists.
But when War was declared he instructed all
members in the Armed Services to strictly
The British Union Regulations forbade
obey
their orders and all other supporters to
members to carry weapons or engage in
fight
to the death if invaded to drive the
unprovoked attacks on opponents,
foreigners from our shores. Nobody who was
regardless of their race or political
a member of his party when War was
allegiance, on pain of instant dismissal.
declared was ever charged or convicted of

9.

treason. But many members who obeyed
The first two casualties of WW2 were RAF
Mosley’s call died fighting for their country. Gunners George Brocking and Ken Day who
died on the second day of war attacking the
6. Oswald Mosley and his supporters hated German fleet. They were both members of
Black people.
Mosley’s British Union. The very first of the
armada of ‘Little Ships’ to arrive at Dunkirk
Oswald Mosley was against immigration, not in May 1940 to rescue British troops from
immigrants. He believed multi-racism
the beaches was sailed over by Eric Piercy
undermined cultural cohesion in both
and Colin Dick. They were both members of
communities and was driven by Big Business Oswald Mosley’s British Union. Read more…
wanting to exploit immigrants as cheap
labour. Mosley produced constructive
9. Oswald Mosley and British Union were
proposals to give everybody a fair deal in
against trade unions.
their country of origin. After the War he
founded the ‘Associate Movement’ for Black Far from being against trade unions, Mosley
immigrants who supported his ideas. It was wanted trade unionists to become majority
run by an African Airline Pilot and an Indian
stakeholders in the companies that
Solicitor. Read more…
employed them. Under the Corporate State
that British Union proposed, working people
7. Oswald Mosley was financed by the would share in the ownership and running of
Nazis.
the companies they worked for. All profits
would be shared fairly between workforce
After the War, Oswald Mosley challenged the
and managers – not among absentee
Labour Government to go through the
shareholders. Instead of starting strikes
British Union account books and bank
which solve nothing, trade unionists would
transactions and find any evidence of
take responsibility for ensuring companies
donations by foreign governments. The
were run more efficiently and
Labour Government, which hated Mosley,
profitably. Read more…
produced no such evidence that he had
been financed by Germany, Italy or any
10. British Union members broke up the
other country. Subsequent research by
meetings of political opponents.
historians, journalists, and academics have
also failed to produce a single piece of
Whilst many examples are recorded where
evidence to support the claim that Oswald
Mosley’s enemies tried to break up his
Mosley or his political movement received meetings to stop audiences from hearing
finance from foreign countries. The fact was him speak, there are no known reports in
– British Union was financed by donations
newspapers at the time indicating that
from thousands of patriotic British people
British Union members retaliated by
who believed their fellow countrymen and breaking up opponents’ meetings. All the
women deserved better than long-term famous political disorders during the period
unemployment, hunger and war. There is
that the Blackshirts were active – Cable
however clear evidence that the British
Street, Olympia, Holbeck Moor and
Communist Party, the Labour Party, and the
Liverpool (where Mosley was knocked
Conservative Party have all in the past unconscious by a brick) – involved attacks on
received donations from overseas sources. Mosley meetings and not attacks on Mosley’s
opponents meetings.
8.
Oswald Mosley’s Blackshirts
wouldn’t fight for Britain in World War
Two.

NBU YOUTH

We are the youth of the party and it’s our
So what does this movement mean to us all job and our duty to breath new life into this
great movement we find ourselves serving.
and what are we willing to do moving
forward?
In Union
Jimmy Hewes
For a start as young men we all need to
improve our physical strength. I know
lockdowns and the restrictions of our God
given rights have been tough on us all, adue
to a weak population we find ourselves
alongside.
These people ARE NOT your equals, but they
still are your countrymen and women. You
need to ask yourself, what can you do for
the movement and not what IT can do for
you. I am a firm believer that charity starts
from home as the saying goes and we can’t
afford in these times to be weak, the same
saying applies to our strength and vision.
Your all young men and my job as Youth
Officer is to give you steadfast guidance on
how to be better and to give you advice on
the best way to pursue our dream moving
forward. It’s clear that we are tired with
the way things are, otherwise you wouldn’t
be reading this email right now, it’s also
become clear to me that the leftist cabal
and left wing Marxists in this nation aren’t
giving up anytime soon and they’ll use any
means necessary. I applaud the strength
they use, I really do, they capitalise on the
weak and pathetic and no one does anything
about it, how perfect for them.
Well my brothers in arms NO MORE! No more
shall we pander to the language silencing,
NO MORE shall we pander to the violence
they threaten us with and NO MORE shall we
pander to the way things are! I call on you
all to improve your physical state and also
to become better versed in our beliefs
We will be forming cells all over the Great
nation we live in and I implore you all to let
me know your area so I can connect you
with local members within your area.

MOSLEY QUOTES
principle and by the number of active
Great men of action... never mind on
workers... British Union could fight and beat
occasion being ridiculous; in a sense it is
today the old parties over the whole
part of their job, and at times they all are.
electoral field. But you know and I know,
the battle is nothing of the kind. The battle
is between big money combines who spend
There are periods in history when change is
a thousand pounds or more on every
necessary, and other periods when it is
constituency they fight. Or when they speak
better to keep everything for the time as it
democracy, they don't mean government by
is. The art of life is to be in the rhythm of
the people... they mean financial
your age.
democracy, in which money counts and
nothing but money.
A prophet or an achiever must never mind
an occasional absurdity, it is an
Fascism was an explosion against intolerable
occupational risk.
conditions, against remediable wrongs
which the old world failed to remedy. It was
a movement to secure national renaissance
Anyone who knows how difficult it is to
by people who felt themselves threatened
keep a secret among three men with decline into decadence and death and
particularly if they are married - knows how
were determined to live, and live greatly.
absurd is the idea of a worldwide secret
conspiracy consciously controlling all
mankind by its financial power; in real,
Together in Britain we have lit a flame that
clear analysis.
the ages shall not extinguish. Guard that
sacred flame, my brother Blackshirts, until
it illuminates Britain and lights again the
... the old axiom that 'all power corrupts'
paths of mankind.
has doubtful validity, because it derives
from our neglect of Plato's advice to find
men carefully and train them by methods
Feudalism worked in its crude and
which make them fit for heroes.
inequitable fashion until the coming of the
Industrial Age. Today the Feudal tradition
and its adherents are broken as a political
Those who march with us will certainly face
power and in most cases are ignobly lending
abuse, misunderstanding, bitter animosity,
their prestige and their abilities to the
and possibly the ferocity of struggle and of
support of the predatory plutocracy which
danger. In return, we can only offer to them
has gained complete control of the
the deep belief that they are fighting that a
Conservative Party. In modern times the old
great land may live.
regime is confronted with two alternatives.
The first is to serve the new world in a
great attempt to bring order out of chaos
A fight between several parties of the
and beauty out of squalor. The other
British people: Nothing of the kind! A fight
alternative is to become flunkeys of the
between two or three big money combines,
bourgeoisie. It is a matter of constant
that and nothing else. Without the weight
surprise and regret that many of my class
of money behind the party machines, in an
have chosen the latter course.
electoral battle today determined purely by

The ''Universal Aspects of
Fascism' and 'Fascism' by
James Strachey Barnes

the Italian Expeditionary Force. There was
nothing racist about it.
When James Strachey Barnes was writing
these books the economic catastrophe of
1929 was yet to happen. The Fascist
Revolution was in full swing; roads,
railways, homes, schools and hospitals were
being constructed, the unemployed were
being put to work and the enormous task of
post-war reconstruction was being
undertaken. This was the Golden Age of
National Reconstruction, expressed in the
United States as The New Deal and in Italy
as Fascism. But it was not to last.

The second book 'Fascism' concentrates on
the offices of the State. Most of these
structures were in place before the March
on Rome. Syndicalism was supposed to be
This is two books published as one volume, backbone of the system but industry and
agriculture continued to be run on capitalist
The Universal Aspects of Fascism, and
Fascism, both by James Strachey Barnes. lines. When the Italian Social Republic was
founded in September 1943, Syndicalism
Published by the Reconquista Press.
was given its proper place, but by then it
It's difficult to review works that were
was too late.
topical nearly a hundred years old. Benito
Mussolini's preface to the first book blames All political systems start out with good
Fascism's poor reputation on bad journalism intentions. Fascism wasn't perfect but it was
no worse than its competitors. Italian
- false news, as Donald Trump might say
Fascism's reputation for violence was
today. The author's preface, and Robert
Fiore's foreword both focus on Catholicism, overstated. When Violet Gibson tried to
assassinate Benito Mussolini in Rome in
but this was only part of a mixture of
populism, nationalism and liberalism sprung 1926, she fired her revolver at point blank
rage but only grazed his nose. Mussolini
from the First World War. Italy was a new
declined to bring charges, she was treated
country recently freed from Austrian
gently
and sent back to England, where she
control, and Fascism was an attempt at
spent the rest of her life in a mental
national unity.
hospital. So much for Fascist brutality.
Strachey Barnes, who was an Old Etonian,
Fascism is rejected by those who do not
compared Fascism to the British Public
understand it. It is respectable to be a
School system. Both were based on military
Socialist
in Europe but not in the United
discipline, patriotism and Christianity. In
modern times Fascism has become a dirty States. Nationalism used to be out of favour
word that is often used in conjunction with but it has been reclaimed by Donald Trump's
Make America Great movement - a crude
'racism'. In fact, Fascism was not a racial
form of Fascism lacking any social
movement until Italy introduced the
conscience.
Political slogans come and go
Manifesto of Race in 1938. This was aimed
at the Jews and designed to appease Adolf but ideas persist. And the idea of a State
Hitler. When Italian troops invaded Ethiopia dedicated to social advancement and above
in 1935 they came across a little black girl market capitalism is as valid now as ir was
in 1922.
lost in the desert. They immediately
adopted her and the song Faccetta Nera
Frank P Walsh RIP
(little black face) became the anthem of

